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PRELIMINARYEVALUATIONOF THE GASEOUSEFFLUENTSAMPLING

SYSTEMAT THE 296-S-18 STACK, 242-S EVAPORATOR

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This evaluation of the 296-S-18 stack sampling system is part of a

larger study, sponsored by ARHCOand conducted by Battelle-Northwest, of

gaseous effluent sampling systems in ARHCOfacilities, lt is the

fourth and last in a series of evaluations of tank farm stack sampling

systems. The objectives of this study are"

• Evaluate the complianceof the existingeffluent particulate

sampling system with ARHCO's InterimCriteria for such

systemsby using sampling theory and radioactivitycounting

statistics,

• Make recommendationsfor correctiveaction which will lead to

a particulatesamplingsystem in compliancewith the Interim

Criteria.

This study is consideredpreliminarybecauseno experimentshave been con-

ducted to verify the samplingsystem's performance.

The followingreport includes a brief summary,a detailed description

and evaluationof the sampling system,conclusionsabout satisfactoryor

deficientareas of the sampling system and recommendationsfor corrective

action. The appendicescontaina copy of the InterimCriteria and the

applicableARHCO EmergencyProcedurefor radioactivegaseous discharges.

I
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2.0 SUMMARY

The airborne radioactive particulate effluent sampling system for

the 242-S evaporator process ventilation exhaust, 296-S-18 stack, has

been evaluated for compliance with both ARHCO's Interim Criteria for

such systems and other good sampling practices. The evaluation is not

_ based on experimental findings but rather on observations of the system,

sampling theory and radioactivity counting statistics. The existing

sampling system has several deficiencies which are listed in the Con-

clusions. Among these are long and complicated sample piping, insufficiently

characterized monitoring instrumentation, unsatisfactory flowrate measure-

ments and the lack of an inventory sample collection system. Extensive

recoL_endations were given outlining the design effort for an improved

sampling system. These included better characterization of the effluent,

better flowrate measurements and in stack or short coupled sample collectors.

Many of the recommendations are specific for the facility in question,

but others are generally applicable to many of the sampling systems studied

as part of this program. Some recommendations for interim improvements

were made such as replacing the alpha monitor with an inventory sample

collector and upgrading the flowrate measurements. Somerecommenda-

tions were also made to clarify or revise some points in the Interim Criteria.

3.0 DESCRIPTIONOF SAMPLINGSYSTEM

The 296-S-18 stack exhausts the effluent from the K-I ventilation

system of the 242-S evaporator. This ventilation system serves areas that

are normally assumed to be contaminated such as the evaporator, condenser,
.

and pump rooms. The radioactive particulates of most concern in the

effluent are strontium-90 and plutonium-239, kl;"' Before discharge via the

stack, the effluent passes through a prefilter and two banks of HEPA

filters as diagrammed in Figure I. The airflow through th_; 42-in.

diameter stack is 23,500 CFMat 135°F. (2'3) The effluent particulate

° sampling system consists of the sample collection and monitoring com-_
ponents to be described.
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3.1 SAMPLECOLLECTION

A sample of _he 296-S-18 stack particulate effluent is extracted from

the 18 I/2 ft level of the 22 ft high stack. This extraction location is

about 1 I/2 stack diameters downstream of a flow straightener and one

stack diameter upstream of the discharge._5)"" Photographsof the sampler

installationare shown in Figures 2 and 3 and the system is diagrammed

in Figures4 and 5.

The sample airstream is extractedsubisokineticallythroughthe

five nozzle probe diagrammedin Figure 4. Hot air at about 200°F(7)

is added to the sample airstreamjust outside the stack to reduce the

chance of condensationin the sampler piping. To further eliminate

condensationthe piping is insulatedand electricallyheat traced to

the enclosure. Just inside the enclosure,which is heated to around

70°F,(7) the sample airstreamis split by a tee fitting; part of the

sample is then piped to a beta-gammamonitort and the other part to an alpha

moritor . The particulatesare filtered from the sample airstreamin both

monitors by a 47 mm diameter disc of asbestos fiber filter paper

(Hollingsworthand Vose, HV-70). The various lengthsof piping through

which the sample airstreampasses from the hot air in-bleed to the

monitors are summarizedin Table I.

The flowratesof the feed air to the in-bleedheater and the sample

through the beta-gammamonitor are measuredwith variable area flowmeters

(rotameters)calibratedfor air at standardconditionsof 70°F and

29.92 in. Hg. The flowrate throughthe alpha monitor is measured with a

rotametermounted in a bypass configurationacross the inlet orifice.

ARHCO has assumedthe sample flowratesto be 3 CFM (at unspecified

corditions)for both samples. Estimationsof actual flowrateswill be

made later. There is no temperatureor pressure irstrument;tionat

• either flowmet_=rto allow accuratecorrectionsto flowmeterreadings.

_'The beta-gamma monitor is the Hanford design. (8)

The alpha monitor is a Radeco Model 440.

4
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FIGURE2. Photographof 296-S-18Stack and SamplingSystem,
PNL Neg. No. 7610920-5
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FIGURE 5. Diagramof Sampling System Componentsin the Enclosure(6)
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TABLE I. Sampler Piping

From Hot Air In-Bleedto SplitterTee"

Seven 90° Bends 0.68 in ID @ 2 in radius

One 90° Bend 0.406 in ID @ I/4 in radius

" II_ in Horizontal 0.68 in ID

2 in Horizontal @0.43 in ID

164 in Vertical 0.68 in ID

From Splitter Tee to Beta-GammaMonitor"

Two L_30° Bends @ 0.43 in ID @ 2 in radius

One 90° Bend @ 0.43 in ID @ l i/2 in radius

7 in Horizontal @ G.43 in ID

From SplitterTee to Alpha Monitor"

Three 90° Bends @ 'I/2in ID Tygon @ lO in radius

= One 90° Bend @I/2 in ID Tygon @ 5 in radius

9



There is provisionfor emergencyelectricalpower to the various

sampling system componentsand the levels of redundancyare the same as

those for the electric exhaustfan. If the electric exhaust fan fails a

;:Gteamturbine poweredfan of the same capacity is automaticallystarted.

If the steam turbinepowered fan is startedbecause of a total loss of

electricityto the 242-S building then no air sample is obtained.(9)

3.2 SAMPLE MONITORING

The collectedradioactiveparticulatesamples are continuously

monitored for beta-gammaand alpha emitters. The samples in the beta-

gamma monitor are the official or record samples and are changedonce

each working day.'(lO) These samples are sent to the 222-S BuildingAir

• Sample Counting Room for analysis of total beta and alpha emitters

accordingto the proceduresin referencesII and 12. The total emission

limits are stated in the ARHCO emergencyprocedurein Appendix A, pg. A-7.

The sample collectedin the alpha monitor is changedweekly and surveyed

by radiationmonitoring. If the alpha monitor sample is unusuallyradioactive

it is sent in with the daily samples for furtheranalysis.

The sample monitoringsystem is diagrammedin Figure 6. The beta-

gamma monitor has count rate ranges with maxima from lO to 500,000c/sec

and is normally on the lO c/sec range. A high level releasealarm light

and horn is activatedby the count rate meter at 80% of full scale or

: 8 c/sec (480 c/min). The alpha monitor, a Rade-coModel 440, has maximum

count rate ranges from 50 to 5,000 c/min and is normally on tne I00 c/min

scale. The monitor is set to detect alpha emitters with energies above

5.1 MeVand within a 0.5 MeVwindow. The high level release alarm light

• and horn activates at 80% of scale or 80 c/min. The alarms for the beta-

gammamonitor are in a continuously occupied control room whereas the

alarms for the alpha monitor are in the sampler enclosure. Calibration

data is unavailablefor either monitor but both monitors are checked

monthly for responseto a source. The monitoringsystem is providedwith

the same emergencyelectricalpower as the sample collectionsystem.

=
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4.0 PRELIMINARYEVALUATION

This preliminary evaluation of the 296-S-18 stack sampling system will

focus on the areas considered deficient in light of ARHCO's Interim Criteria

for Gaseous Effluent Sampling. Because these criteria will be referred to

frequently, a copy is included in Appendix B. The areas of the sampling

system considered satisfactory will be listed later in the Conclusions.

4.1 SAMPLECOLLECTIONSYSTEMOPERATION

Three deficiencies in the operation of the sample collection system

are the absence of a separate inventory sample, the measurement of flow-

rates and the application of the hot air in-bleed. There is not much

to be discussed about the first deficiency except that it is difficult

to collect a quantitative sample using a continuous monitor as a collector

because experiments have shown significant particle deposition due to the

geometry of the inlets to the filter holders. (13) The other two deficiencies

will be discussed in the next paragraphs•

Neither ,# the flowmeters described earlier are properly instrumented

• to allow correcting the flowmeter readings for deviations from their

calibrated conditions. The corrections would be the most significant for

the beta-gamma monitor flowmeter because it is located in a vacuum line.

For the purpose of this report the corrected flowrates are estimated using

Equation 1 where P is the air pressure and T is the temperature in

Farenheit at the flowmeter.

2 P in nHg 530 °R (I)Corrected SCFM: Reading SCFM 9.92 i Hg x (460 + T) °R"

= . Also, SCFMis translated into CFMat any conditions T and P by Equation 2.

(460 + T) °R X 29.92 in. Hg (2)
CFM: SCFMx 530 °R P in. Hg

Because the enclosure temperature is about 70°F it will be taken as the

air temperature in the flowmeters. The pressure at the in-bleed and alpha

monitor flowmeters will be assumed as atmospheric (29.212 in. Hg) because

*Average Hanford Station Barometric Pressure. (14)

12
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they are open to the atmosphereat the probe. The pressure at the

beta-gammamonitor flowmeteris taken as 5 in. Hg vacuum. Table 2

summarizesthe assumed flowratesthroughthe flowmeters.

TABLE 2. FlowmeterFlowrates

" Readin_ SCFM CorrectedSCFM

Bleed Air 1 1

Alpha Monitor 3 3

Beta-GammaMonitor 3 2.7

The total ret sample flowrate throughthe probe is 3 + 2.7 - l = 4.7 SCFM.

Subtractinga fraction of the bleed air flowrate from each monitor flow rate

proportionalto the total correctedflowrates througheach monitor, we

estimate the net sample flowratesto be 2.5 and 2.2 SCFM through the alpha

and beta-gammamonitors respectively. Table 3 summarizesthe assumed flow

conditionsand flowratesthrough the componentsof the sample collection

system.

TABLE 3. Summaryof Sampling System Flowrates

Assumed Flow at Standard Actual Total

Sampler Flow Condition Conditions,SCFM CFM at
Component T°F .Pi.n.H9 Total Net Sample Assumed Conditions

Probe 135 29.212 4.7 4.7 5.4

Bleed Air Feed
Flowmeter 70 29.212 l 0 l

Bleed Air Inlet
• to SplitterTee 135 29.212 5.7 4.7 6.6

SplitterTee to"

Beta-Gamma
Monitor 70 29.212 2.7 2.2 2.7

Alpha Monitor 70 29.212 3 2.5 3

13



The net sample flowratesshould be used in calculationsof effluent releases

from the respectivesamples. If it is decided to calculatereleases in

terms of actual effluent conditions,the net sample flowratesare 2.9 and

2.5 CFM throughthe alpha and beta-gammamonitors respectively. These

values should be used with caution as they are only rough estimates.

The third operationaldeficiencyis the use of a hot air in-bleed

. system. Besidesconfusingthe issue of true sample flowratethe extra

flow contributessomewhat to increasedloss of sampledparticles. From

the preventionof condensationstandpointthere may be little reason to

use the hot air bleed because the samplerpiping is electricallyheat

traced,accordingto the original designs,t6J"" Unfortunately,there is no

data availableon the effluent dewpoint so it can only be speculatedthat

the electricalheat trace alone is adequateto maintain the sampler piping

temperatureabove the dewpoint.

4.2 SAMPLE ALIQUOT SELECTION

Whether the extractedsample is representativeof the effluent or not

depends in part on the locationof the sampling probe. The present stack

is not sufficientlytall to allow positioningof the sample probe ten

stack diametersdownstreamand five diametersupstreamof major flow

disturbanceswhich may cause inadequateparticulatemixing. However, the

flow straightenerprobably aids in the mixing by helping developa uniform

velocityprofile. The samplingprobe does not sample each portion of the

_tack equally. This is generallytaken to be a disadvantage;however, if

the particulateswere uniformlymixed with the airflow this error in

design is of little consequence. Withoutactually measuringthe uniformity

of particleconcentrationacross the stack the effect of sampling location

. upon the representativenessof the collectedsample can only be speculated.

The size of the sample aliquot, as determinedby sample flowrate

and sampling time, affects the accuracywith which the air sample

analyticallab and the continuousmonitoring instrumentationdetermines

effluelitreleasesof concern. The samplingCriterionNo. l (seeAppendix B)

14



(15)requires that an effluent concentration consistent with ERDAguidelines

be measureable with appropriate accuracy using a 24-hour sample. The sample

flowrate thus required can be calculated when "appropriate accuracy" is

defined. Let us assume that the only error in the calculated release value

0,o,95% confidencelevel, isis due to countingerror and that an error of +-loi6

acceptable. The currentmethod for calculatingreleaseconcentrationsis(ll'12)

' " lJCi_ c d min ft3
mT- net _ x C E c x x 28,320 ml

• " Sample Flowrate,ft3

l uCi-min, l

x _ x 06 x 1440 min** (3)2.22(I )d

where C.E., the countingefficiency,is 0.383 for beta emittersand

0.296 for alpha emitters. The accuracy of the sample analysisat the

95% confidence level is establishedby

oR /netc/min + backgroundc/min + backgroundc/min

+_Interval= l._/ Sample counting time, min backgroundcountingtime, min.
(4)

=

Using these equationsthe minimum required sample flowrate can be calculated

= for the most restrictivelimit, namely that for 239pu which is 6 x lO-14

l_Ci/ml#.(15) From Equation 4 the necessarylong livedt net count rate for

= an analysis accuracyof +_10%is 380 c/min assuming the currentone minute

counting time and a backgroundof 0.2 c/rain. RearrangingEquation3 and

substitutingthe 380 c/min and the 6 x I0-14 uCi/ml concentrationinto=

the calculationyields a sample flowrate of 338 CFM required to measure that

, *

ARHCO assumes the collectionefficiencyof the HV-70 filter to be 70%.
_ :_

- The duration of the sample is one day or 1440 min.

- " #Here the volume unit is assumed to be in terms of effluent conditions,
i.e., 135°F and atmosphericpressure.

+The long lived net count rate is calculated from counting data from two
counts made at least 4 hr apart. The calculation accounts for the

_-__ onpresencethe airOfsample.(l_,naturallj{ _#u_ring. alpha emitters which ._r:. also collected



concentrationunder the assumedconditions.# This high IJfa sample flowrate

is clearlyunreasonable. If the permittedsample collectiontime were one

week and the countingtime were lO rainthe requiredflowrate is reducedto a

more practical5 CFM (effluentconditions). Clearly, neither of the two cur-

, rently collectedsamplescollects an aliquot large enough to measure the 239pu

concentrationlevel requiredby the Criterion'No. l with the assumed_.ccuracy.
e

4.3 SAMPLE COLLECTIONSYSTEM PERFORMANCE

" The aspects of sample collectionfor which the effects on sample repre-

sentativenesscan best be predicteJare non-isokineticsampling and deposi-

tion of part'_clesin the sampleFpiping. The effects of these mechanisms upon

sample bias are highly dependenton the particulatesize distributionand can

be calculatedby the methods detailed in earlier reports.(17'18) Because

there are no data on particulatesizes in the 296-S-18effluent these effects

will be estimated,for some common particle sizes and compared to sampling

CriterionNo. 2 (see Appendix B) which requiresthat 90% of the particulates

lO um AED** or smaller in a representativealiquotbe collectedon the sample.

The estimatedsample bias caused by the subisokineticextractionof the

sample is differentfor each nozzle of the sampling probe. The total sample

z flowrateof 5.4 CFM was divided betweenthe nozzles in proportionto the ratio

of each nozzle orificearea to the sum of the nozzle orifice areas. The

sampling velocityfor each nozzle can then be calculated. The approach

airstreamvelocity at each nozzle was calculated assuminga fully developed

turbulentvelocity profilewith a total flow of 23,500 CFM and a stack

diameterof 42 in. using the method of Spink.(19) The samplingbias was

then calculatedfor each nozzle for monodispersedaerosols of various
• e •

particlesizes. The biases for each nozzle were averagedproportionately

accordingto the contributionof each nozzle to the total sample. Table 4

lists the average subisokineticsamplingbias for monodispersedaerosols

with particlesizes as listed.

'_Underthe same conditionsthe minimum flowrate for the 90Sr limit of
3 x lOll _Ci/ml(15) is only 0.55 CFM.

Extractinga sample at a velocity differentthan the gas velocityapproaching
the nozzle orifice.

AED refers to aerodynamic equivalent diameter, i.e., the diameter of asphere with a density 1 g/cm .

16
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TABLE 4. SubisokinezicSampling Bias for
MonodispersedAerosols

ParticleSize, Concentration
um AED Bias

0.5 l.00

• l l.OI

2 l.03

. 5 1.16

8 l.28

lO l.34

The particulatesample bias caused by particledepositionwas calculated

assuming the conditions in Table 3 and ignoring the effectsof pipe fittings

and the collector/detectorsalthoughwe know these have significantdetri-

mental effect.(13) The fractionaldelivery throughthe samplerpiping is

shown in Table 5 for both monodispersedand polydispersedaerosols with

geometricmean diametersas listed. Clearly, the many bends and the

distance between the probe and the collector/detectorscontribute significantly

to a poor sample of particleslarger than l IJm. The predictedtotal penetra-

tions listed for the two collectedsamplesalso ignore the fact that there

will be a significantbias caused by the splitter tee. Although the sub-

isokine_icsampling biases listed in Table 4 may slightly offset the

depositionof extractedparticulates,it is apparent that the existing

; sample collectionsystem cannot meet the requirementof collecting90%

of extractedlO um AED particles.

, 4.4 EVALUATIONOF MONITORING SYSTEM

The present sample monitoringsystem appears adequate in many respects

for the radionuclidesexpected in the effluent, lt is difficult lo evaluate

the sensitivity,range and alarm levels of the monitoring instrumentation

becausethe calibrationand sample flowratesof the monitors are not

adequatelyknown; however,a rough estimate of the system's compliance

with the monitaring criteria (seeAppendix B) can be made based upon a

few assumptions.

17
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Monitoring Criteria Nos. 1 and I0 require that samples collected for

24 hr during release levels of one-half and one hundred times the Class I,

II Action Levels (as defined in the emergency procedure in Appendix A) be.
within the range of the monitoring instrumentation. The release level

concentration consistent with the Class I, II Action Levels is calculatea

as

t

" uCi Limit, Ci wk x 106 uCi min
Conc _= wk x 10,080 min. Ci x Stack Flowrate ft 3

ft 3 1
x 28,320 ml x i-O (5)

The amount of activity collectedon a 24 hr sample at the above concentration

is calculatedas

, Class I, II _ Conc. uCi Sample Flowrateft3 x 1440 min x 28_320ml
Collected c/min ml x min ft3

x 2"22(I06)dx C.E. c (6)
_Ci-min d

where C.E. is the detectorcounting efficiency. Table 6 summarizesthe

assumptions,releaselimits, calculatedconcentrationsand the c/min col-

lected on a 24 hr sample for both the beta-gammaand alpha monitors.

With the given assumptionsthe amountsof activity ideallycollected

within 24 hr is within the range of the monitoringinstrumentsand above

background levels. Monitoring CriterionNo. 7 requires that release

alarms be set to activate after 24 hr at Class I, II Action L_vel con-

centrations. The current set points of 480 c/min for the beta-gamma

monitor and 80 c/min for the alpha monitor differ from the estimated

count rates in the table; however, having a lower alarm point can be

justifiedon the basis of sample bias. All of the estimatedresponses

• in Table 6 shouldbe reevaluatedwhen detectorcalibrationsand sample

flowratesare better known.

Both Class I and II Action Levels are concerned with measuring the same daily
release levels. The only difference is that for a Class I Action the release
is exceeded for only one day and for a Class II Action the daily release is
exceeded two days in a row.

19



TABLE 6. Monitor Sensitivityand Range Calculations

Beta-Gamma Alpha
Monitor, 90Sr Monitor, 239pu

. Stack Flowrate,CFM 23,500 23,500

Assumed Sample Flowrate at
Effluent Conditions,CFM 2.5 2.9

|

AssulnedCounting Efficiency,c/d .05 .08

Weekly Limit .OI .O001

Class I, II ConcentrationuCi/ml 1.5 x lO"lO l 5 x lO"12

ColIected c/min'

I/2 x Class I, II 850 16
Class I, II 1,700 32
I00 x Class I_ II 170,000 3,200

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The followingis a list of conclusionsreachedas a result of this

preliminaryevaluationof the 296-S-18 stack samplingsystem.

I. There is no provisionfor separateinventoryand monitor sampling

as requiredby sa,nplingCriterionNo. 5 (seeAppendix B).

2. The collectedradioactiveparticulatesamplesare not likely to be

representativeof the effluent to the extent required by the

InterimCriteria. The chief reasonsare nonisokineticsample

extraction;long sample transportlines, several bends, sample

splitter tee and complex collector/detectorinlets.

3. The provisionsfor accuratelymeasuring sampleflowratesareA

unsatisfactory.

• 4. The combinationof sample aliquot and analyticalmethod is adequate

for measuringERDA Manual Chapter 0524 Appendix,Annex A, Table 2(15)

limits of 90Sr but inadequatefor the 239pu limit using the routine

daily ._c_'.ple.The same is true for the weekly sample collectedin

20



the alpha monitor. This conclusion is made assuming the only

measurementerror is due to counting statisticsand that a +-10%,

95% confidencelevel, accuracy is appropriate.

5. There are no alarms to indicate loss of sample vacuum or other

malfunctionsof the sampling system components. The location of

high level releasealar',_sfor the beta-gammamonitor satisfie.:_
g

• the InterimCriteria,but the alarm on the alpha monitor does not

satisfy the requirementof being in a continuouslyoccupied area.

6. The hot air in-bleed is probably not necessaryto prevent con-

densation in the sampler piping because the piping is also electrically

heat traced. However,there is no psychrometricdata on which to

base this conclusion. The hot air in-bleedalso poses difficulties

in measuring sample flowrate.

7. The counting efficienciesof the monitors are unknown; however, the

monitors appear to have sufficientsensitivityand range to detect

releases of radioactiveparticulatesas specifiedin the Interim

Criteria.

8. If the electricalpower to the 242-S buildingwas lost and the

steam turbine poweredfan was activated,then no effluentair

samplewould be obtained. This point may need further verifi-
(9)cation.

9. The present sampling probe location is the best availableon the_

stack: however, the probe extracts samplesunevenly from the stack

cross section.

, lO. The documentationof sampling system modifications,and operational

• details is unsatisfactory.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONSFOR CORRECTIVEACTION

The followingrecommendationsshould result in a sampling system

which will comply with the InterimCriteria. A new sampling system needs

to be designed. The followingshould be elements of that design or must

be consideredbefore proceedingwith the design work. Many of these

• recommendationsare generallyapplicableto any samplingsystem and the
Q

readerwill notice that some of them are taken verbatim from earlier

reports.(16'20'21) Some recommendationsare made for clarificationof the

InterimCriteria.

I. The new samplingprogram should includeseparate inventoryand

monitor sample collectionsystems. If a common probe is used,

the performanceof the stream splittermust be experimentally

assessed and the integratedperformanceshould still meet sampl-

ing CriterionNo. 2.

_. For the inventorysystem the sample collectorshould be in the

stack or short coupled to it. For the monitor system the collector/

detector should be short coupled to the stack. There should be

no more than two bends or 180° of total bend in either system's

delivery piping.

3. The existing sampleextraction probe may be usable for the

monitor sampling system if it is operated isokineticallyand it
z

can be demonstratedeither that the concentrationprofile in the

samplingplane is uniform or that representativesamplesare

extracted. Any new probes should be designed accordingto ANSI

StandardN 13.1-1969(22) and sample in the 2-I0 SCFM range.

• 4. A new collector/detectordesign with signficantlylower particle

deposition is recon_nendedas a valuable improvementfor the

monitor system. (ARHCO has already begun design work on an

improvedcollector/detector.)

5. The sample delivery system should be electricallyand thermo--

_ staticallyheated to preventcondensationin the sample air-

= stream. The temperaturesetpoint should _,eselectedon the
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basis of effluentdewpointmeasurementstaken during the wide

range of plant activities.

6. Provisionshould be made to periodicallyclean the sampling

system piping to accountfor deposited radioactiveparticles.

7. Both sample collectionsystemsmust be properly instrumentedfor

the measurementand control of sample flowrates. The temperature

• and pressureconditionsfor the measurementof effluent flowrate,

sample flowrate and the calculationof releasesmust be defined

and, when these conditionsdiffer, cnrrectionsmust be applied

to calculationsand measurements• C_.:_l_rciallyavailablemass

flowmeterswould be ideal for sample ,low measurementand can be

easily made part of a feedbackcontrol loop. If other flow-

metering devicesare used (e.g., rotameters)they should be

properlyinstrumentedto allow correctionsto be made when they

are used in conditionsdifferentfrom the calibrationconditions.

Considerationshould be given to flow totalizers such as gas

meters or flowraterecorders.

8. The counting efficiencyand other characteristicsof the monitoring

instrumentationmust be obtainedand a reassessmentof monitor

sensitivityshould '.=made similar to that on p. 17.

9. lt is desirableto test sampling system performanceand bias

when suitabletesting techniquesbecome available.

lO. The high level releasealarm for monitors and the sampling

system malfunctionalarms must be in a continuouslyoccupied

area and must be audibleas well as visual.

II. Provisionshould be made to collect an air sample under all con-

ditions when there is a forced air exhaust throughthe 296-S-18

. stack. For example,even if all electricalpower to 242-S were

lost the steam turbine poweredfan would providea forced air

exhaust. A gasoline poweredvacuum pump or porta'blegenerator

on standbymay provide this emergencysampling capability.
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12. The effluentcharacteristicsat the sample withdrawallocations

should be studied. These characteristicsincludevelocity

profile,temperature,pressure,dewpoint and particlesize if

desirable•

• 13. The personnelauthorizedto make adjustmentsin the sampling

system operationsmust be thoroughlytrained in the system's

. operationand design features•

14. The followingare recommendationsfor interimimprovementsto

the existingsampling system. Their implementationwill not

necessarilyresult in a samplingsystem that satisfiesthe

InterimCriteria•

a. replace the alpha monitorwith an inventorysamplecollector

short coupled to the outlet of a well designed stream

splitter,

b. add vacuum pressure and temperaturegauges to the flow-

meters and provide a correctionchart so the desired flow-

rate can be obtained,

c. decide if sample flowratesare to be measured in terms of

standard or effluentconditions,

d. determinethe dewpoint of the effluent and shut off the hot

air in-bleed if it is not needed to preventcondensationin

sampling Iines,

e. evaluate the capabilityof the existing electricalheat

trace to preventcondensation,and

f. reduce the number of bends in the sample transportpiping

from the side of the stack to the sample collectionfilters.

15. The relationshipsof samplingCriteria Nos. l, 2, 4, 8 and 9

need to be clarifiedas they all have a bearing on the accuracy

of releasemeasurementsbut seem to have particularreferenceto

separate facets of the overall sampling program. The problem of

applying sampling Criterion_o. 1 to measuring releasesof

f
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239
radionuclidessuch as Pu, for which the guidelinesare

particularlystrict,needs to be resolved. What is meant by

"appropriateaccuracy"needs to be defined and may result in a

slidingscale of accuracy dependingon the release level. Also

, a revisionof the criterionallowing longer sample collection

times,changes in analytical procedureor measuring different

releaselevelsmay allow collectingsamplesat a practicalrate

when releasesof 239pu are concerned (see discussionon pg. 14).

• lt should also be clarifiedwhether or not the statementsof

accuracyand precision apply to both inventoryand monitor

samples. Once these issues are resolvedthe requirementsfor

aliquot size can be rationallyestablished.

16. MonitoringCriteriaNos. 7 and 8 are ambiguous becausea Class II

Action Level is defined as only occurringafter two days of

observations. This should be clarifiedand a Class I Action

Level average release may providea better basis for alarm

setpoints(see discussionon pg. 19).
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NOMENCLATURE

AED - aerodynamic equivalent diameter

c - counts

C.E. - counting efficiency, c/d
Q

• CFM- cubic feet per minute at effluent conditions

Ci - curies

cm - centimeters

d - disintegrations

ft - feet

g - grams

hr - hour

ID - inside diameter

in - inch

in. Hg - inches of mercury pressure
MeV - million electron volts

min - minutes

ml - milliliter

mm- millimeter

SCFM - standard cubic feet per minute @ 70°F, 29.92 in. Hg

sec - seconds

wk - week

uCi - micro (lO"6) curies

um - micro (lO"6) meters,microns

°F - degrees Farenheit

°R - degrees Rankine
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ISSUE:O ElY TH[ / SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION

MANAGER

Tank Farm Operation RADIOACTIVE GASEOUSDISCHARGESTANK FARMS ARH-2_?

A. Introduction

Gases discharged from the various Tank Farm stacks are
' monitored for radioactivity. Some of the emissions are

measured and recorded continuously while others are monitored
by periodic counts of air samples. Laboratory measurements

• are used for final determination and record all stack samples.

Certain actions and notifications are required in the event
of a significant discharge of radioactivity.

B. _Gaseous Discharge-Radioactivity Level Determination

First indication that a release of radioactive material to
the atmosphere may have occurred will come from a monitoring
instrument alarm or preliminary radiation instrument reading
on a stack air sample.

Operating supervision _s to be notified at the first indication
of an abnormal reading or alarm and will proceed to determine
actions as outlined in section C, below.

Table 1 and 2 attached provide some information to assist
in preliminary evaluation of release levels.

C. Action Required

• I. Supervisor's Responsibilities

a. Upon receiving an alarm, the responsible supervisor
will immediately notify radiation monitoring, then
proceed to investigate or determine whether the alarm
was due to high radioactivity or an instrument mal-
funct i on.

• # o

• b. The supervisor will request replacements of the air
sample and an immediate count of the sample by
radiation monitoring.

s
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c. The supervisor will notify his management if the
alarm is found to be due to a radioactivity level
that exceeds the levels described in section D, below.

. d. The supervisor will initiate an investigation to
determine the source of radioactive emissions.

e, The supervisor will keep management informed through-
" " out the progress of his investigations. He will

consult with management upon the course of action
to resolve the problem. He will prepare a written

" report of the investigation and findings.

2. Radiation Monitoring]Responsibilities

Radiation monitoring will provide assistance by changing
air samples, counting samples and evaluating data.

3. Tank Farm Process Engineering

Operations Support Enqineering will provide assistance
as required during the investigation, isolation and
resolution of problems.

4. Management Responsibilities

a. Tank Farm Operations (TFO) management will provide
guidance as required during the investigation,

= isolation and resolution of problems.

b. The Manager, TFO will determine when e_vironmental
. discharges warrant defining the situatlon as being

in the emergency category.

c. TFO Management will implement activities required of
personnel under emergency conditions.

d. The Manager, TFO will collmunicate all information
to Departmental Management required under emergency
conditions.

- •
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D. SituationDefinitionsand Action

I. Class I

Definition

Daily environmentaldischargeexceedsten percentof
" the releaselevel values specifiedin section5 of

RadiationProtectionStandardsand returnsto less
than ten percentwithin48 hours. ARH-220 (see table

" 2, attached).

Action

Notify plant and departmentmanagement. Investigateto
determinethe cause. Documentinvestigationand conclusions.

2. Class II

Definition

Daily environmental"dischargeexceedsten percentof the
releaselevel values in section5 of RadiationProtection
Standardsfor more than 48 hours.

Action

Notify plant,departmentand divisicnmanagement. Invest-
igate to determinethe cause. Documentthe investigation
and conclusions.

3. Class III An Emeraency

Definition

Environmental discharge exceeds th_ release level value
in section 5 of Radiation Protection Standards.

Action

rbtify plant, department, division managemer.tand the U. S.
Energy Research and Development Administration. Prootly

• investigate to determine the cause and corrective action.
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4. Class IV An Emergency

Definition

Environmental discharge that exceeds ten times the
release level values in section 5 of Radiation
Protection Standards.

Action

Notify plant, department, division management and the
U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration
immediately. Investigate proptly to determine the
cause and corrective actions. If control cannot be
immediately established or the discharge has exceeded
I00 times the release level values, the facility shall
be shut down. Document the investigation and conclusions.
Take positive action to prevent recurrence.

PREPAREDBY .. ' sr-",--DATE:_ • ..,?S". 7g o
'_.'-. _j/ i--
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TABLE 2

GASEOUS WASTES

INel. ARH-220) ,-

Gaseous radioactive wastes [mists or gases) shall be controlled so that the

amounts released will be kept as small as practicable and should not average

greater than the following amounts"

AMOUNT IN CURIES PER IqEEK

Released from Released from

Radionuclide 200-ft. Stack Shorter Stacks or Vents

90Sr 0.1 0.01

1311 0.03 0.003

Plutonium (total) 0.001 0.0001

Uranium (natural) O.004 0.0004
Total of all others 0.5 0.05

(excluding 3H, 14C,

and noble gases)

In addition, the total amount of 1311 released from all 200 Area sources shall not

exceed 1 curies per calendar quarter.

m
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ARH-CD-498
November 14, 1975

INTERIM RADIOACTIVE

GASEOUSEFFLUENTSAMPLINGAND MONITORINGCRITERIA

FOR ATLANTIC RICHFIELD HANFORDCOMPANYFACILITIES

INTRODUCTION

To ensure that gaseous radioactive releases to the environment are kept
as low as practicable, it is necessary to sample all of the radioactive
or potentially radioactive gaseous effluent streams in the 200 Areas.

• Specific gaseous effluent streams that have the potential for release
: of large quantities of radioactive materials must also be monitored by

radiation detection instrumentation.

The criteria listed below are intended to be used as guidelines to aid
in the design of new systems or the upgrading of existing systems, lt
is highly desirable that new or upgraded systems be able to meet or nearly
approach as many of the following criteria as is practicable.

SAMPLINGCRITERIA

The term "sampling" applies to the extraction, transport and collection of
a sample of the radionuclides present in the gaseous effluent stream on a
collection media suitable for subsequent laboratory analysis. Gaseous
effluent sampling systems shall"

I. extract in a 24-hour period a repre._entative fraction of the effluent
stream such that an activity release at least as low as the concentra-

tion guides given in ERDAAppendix 0524, Annex A, Table II can be
° measured with appropriate accuracy upon subsequent laboratory analysis.*

2. be designed, fabricated, and operated so that the particles extracted
and transported to the collector will be representative to the degree
that particles I0 micrometers and smaller in the sample collected
will be at least 90 percent of the I0 micrometer and smaller particles
in the same volume of a truly representative sample. At least 90
percent of the radioactive gases withdrawn shall be collected on the
media selected or delivered to the activity sensing chamber in flow
through moni tors.

3. operate in a continuous mode, except for short periods when the
• sample collection media is being changed, whenever the facility is

exhausting to the atmosphere.

" 4. extract samples of particles and gases that are a representative
aliquot of the actual effluent stream.

* If one half of the Class I Action Level in ARH-222, ARHCOEmergency
Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency. Procedure thaz governs gaseo',_. u_ dischare___.
for the specific facility) is less than the Table 11 concentration
guides, use one half of the Class I Action Level from the appropriate
Emergency Procedure as the basis for this criterion.

_A
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5. collect at least two samples, one of which will be designated and used
exclusively as an inventory sample.

6. shall provide particulate and gaseou_ samples that have not been
adversely affected by condensation of moisture.

7. be equipped with a vacuum system for sample extraction that has the
" same number of back-up power systems as the exhaust fans of the facility.

The vacuum system shall be provided with an alarm that is activated
I upon the loss of vacuum.

8. p_-ovide an inventory samole which is an accurate aliquot, within a
- factor of two, of the absolute radioactive materials of the effluent

stream. (Note: This statement relates only to the sample extraction
and delivery capability, not to the accuracy of detection and
measurement. )

9. provide inventory samples with less that 25 percent variation from the
mean of several similar samplings at the 95 percent confidence level.

I0. have at least an annual check to ensure that variation in effluent
characteristics (particle size, mass activity concentrations, etc.)
have not changed significantly.

MONITORINGCRITERIA

The term "monitoring" applies to the use of radiation detection instrumentation
to measure the amount of radioactivity collected by the collection media.
Gaseous effluent monitoring systems shall:

I. monitor the samples collected (except for the designated inventory
sample) as detailed in items I-I0 under Sampling Criteria. The monitor-
ing system shall be able to detect an activity release at least as low
as one half that required for the Class I Action Level listed in
ARH-222, ARHCOEmergency Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that
governs gaseous discharges for the specific facility).

2. detect the radiation from radionuclides in the effluent stream with
appropriate sensitivity for the radiation emitted.

• 3. operate in a continuous mode, except for short periods while samples
are being changed, whenever the facility is exhausting to the atmosphere.

, 4. be equipped with the same number of back-up power systems as the exhaust
fans of the facility.

5. incorporate a permanent recorder to document the level of radioactivity
measured by the radiation detection instrument.

Ii/14/75
DJC:bac
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6. be provided with a "fail-safe" system that alarms when a malfuncLion
occurs in the radiation detection instrument or upon loss of vacuum.

7. alarm at a pre-set "trip" point that is consistent with a Class II
Action Level as specified in ARH,222, ARHCOEmergency Procedure
1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that governs gaseous discharges for
the specific facility).

- 8. be able to detect a Class II Action Level as specified in ARH-222,
ARHCOEmergency Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that governs
gaseous discharges for the specific facility) in less than 24 hours.

9. alarm visually and audibly in a continuously occupied area for both
the "fail-safe" alarm(s) and the emergency alarm(s).

I0. be equipped with sufficient range to detect activity levels up to
I00 times the Class II Action Level in ARH-222, ARHCOEmergency
Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that governs gaseous discharges
for the specific facility).

II. have the radiation detection instrumentation calibrated on at least
a quarterly basis.

B-4
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